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communications. For example, some applications may use 
WiFi whereas other applications that may be mobile operator 
specific can continue to utilize a WWAN managed by the 
mobile operator. In this manner, different data streams or 
applications use different networks delivering higher overall 
communications performance on the platform. However, a 
single application or data stream is not able to utilize the 
multiple wireless network connections simultaneously. 
 
In the most aggressive form of parallel wireless 
communications, it would be desirable to use multiple  
wireless network connections simultaneously for  a single data 
stream or application. This can be termed as single-stream 
parallel wireless communications. This mode of operation for 
concurrent bandwidth aggregation (COBA) over multiple 
wireless networks using multiple paths across networks 
simultaneously for a single data stream is the primary focus of 
this paper. 
 

A. Concurrent  Bandwidth Aggregation 

As more and more WWAN data technologies [1] become 
available and deployed around the world, on different 
frequency bands, it would be desirable to consider aggregation 
of services across multiple WWANs to improve the peak rate, 
throughput and latency performance for data applications 
delivered to a mobile device. Likewise, aggregation is also 
helpful across multiple carriers of the same WWAN 
technology, or across multiple cells on the same carrier. 
Aggregation across multiple WWANs typically necessitates 
aggregation above the IP layer. The client devices will have 
separate IP address for each of their network connections. 
Each of the wireless connections could happen over 
contiguous or non-contiguous frequency bands. It would be 
desirable to combine IP streams associated with each of the 
networks and corresponding IP addresses to aggregate 
performance across the networks for the same client. This 
paper addresses concurrent bandwidth aggregation (COBA) 
over heterogeneous WWANs using wireless modems on a 
mobile client device.  Utilization of indirect paths via WWAN 
modems on neighboring client platforms over local p2p 
wireless links is also possible. Client devices can utilize 
licensed or unlicensed channels, and opportunistic whitespace 
channels as well. The connections could utilize different 
technologies [1][2] such as LTE+WLAN or HSPA+WLAN or 
WLAN + CDMA20001x-EVDO or LTE + WiMAX. Each of 
the network connections can have its own IP address, and the 
associated IP streams could be aggregated. For aggregation 
across carriers of the same WWAN technology, or across cells 
on the same carreir, aggregation could also be considered 
below the IP layer in the RAN, with a split and merge of 
traffic managed at an ENodeB (LTE) or an RNC (WCDMA, 
HSPA) or a BSC (CDMA2000) or an ASN-GW (WiMAX) or 
a Node B (HSPA) with the possibility of tunneling data 
between such nodes, if a multipath communication needs to be 
established using different technologies. 

II. BENEFIT OF WWAN AGGREGATION 

Fig. 2 shows the dynamic variation in actual throughput for a 
given user at a given location as time varied during the day on 
two different WWAN networks at a given fixed location. It 
can be observed that the performance varies significantly 
based on the number of users in the network. In general, a 
typical WWAN can have a cell spectral efficiency of , where 
 may typically vary from 0.8 to 1.65 bps/Hz. Assuming a 

channel bandwidth of W, the total available spectral 
performance is W. Congestion on the network due to 
signaling and low bandwidth background traffic can reduce 
spectral efficiency dynamically. Various background 
applications running on these connected mobile devices can 
cause a reduction by a fraction  (“twitter inefficiency 
factor”). Then the effective dynamically available spectral 
efficiency in the system for true data transmissions is given by 

. Active users (N) are a subset of the connected users (M). If 
each connected user utilizes effectively  bps in the system, 
then M connected users utilize M  bps of resources 
effectively. Therefore  is given by 

 = ( 1 -  M  /   W)   (1) 
For a system with  = 1 bps/Hz, W = 5MHz,  = 25kbps, and 
M = 100, then  = 0.5. A WWAN S has a state determined by 
a quintuple  ( ,   ,W,  N, M), the number of active data users 
N, the average available performance for an active data user in 
the network is given by,  

Tu (S)    =      W / N    (2) 
Here  is the average spectral efficiency of the WWAN system 
assuming full resource availability, including codes, time slots, 
and power management.  

 
Figure 2: Dynamic Variation in Throughput vs. Time at a Given Location 

 
For K WWANs with states S1, S2, … Si..SK, where ( i, i, Wi, 
Ni, Mi) is the state Si associated with the ith WWAN, then the 
expected average aggregated bandwidth is given by, 
 Tu (S1, S2, …   SK)    =   i  i i Wi / Ni (3) 
It should be noted that equation (3) is just an average estimate 
of expected performance. The true performance of a specific 
user will be a refined estimate based on the dynamic link 
condition for each of the wireless links associated with the 
user, desired fairness of the schedulers in the networks, traffic 
patterns, and the network loading on each of the network 
connections considering an average spectral efficiency and 
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twitter inefficiency associated with each of the networks. 
Additional performance could be obtained if non-WWAN 
networks are available (such as WiFi/Whitespace/DSL/Cable 
networks) for concurrent utilization. 
 
One approach of evaluating the dynamic gain from 
aggregation is queuing analysis. Since data applications are 
inherently bursty [3], the user experience can be measured by 
the burst rate defined as the ratio of the burst size and the total 
time the burst stays in the system, including the transmission 
time and queuing time. As shown in [4], aggregation across 
networks, compared to static load balancing among the 
constituent networks, provides burst rate gains from statistical 
multiplexing. For example, when the data sessions arrive 
according to a Poisson process, as often the case, aggregation 
across N networks with identical capacity and equal loading 
results in N-fold burst rate increase. To understand this result, 
let us start from the simple M/G/1 system with a FIFO 
scheduler. Assuming the arrival rate in each network is λ, 
mean service time is T and mean service rate is μ=1/Τ. If the 
system employs a FIFO-like scheduler, the total burst delay is 
given by the classic Pollaczek-Khinchin (P-K) formula[5]:  

)1(2

2

T

t
TT

total
λ

λ

−
+=

   (4) 

where t is service time with E[t]=T=1/μ. With aggregation, the 
system can be seen as another M/G/1 with (Nλ, Νμ), since the 
aggregation of multiple Poisson processes produces another 
Poisson process. Meanwhile, the mean service time is reduced 
to T/N and the second moment of the service time 

222 /' Ntt = . It is easy to see that the average total burst 
delay is reduced to 1/N of its baseline value with equal loading 
λT<1.  It is further shown in [5] that the N-fold burst rate gain 
is generally true for a wide range of scenarios of the channel 
conditions and scheduling mechanisms. The main argument is 
the following time-compression. Let the clock for the M/G/1 
system with (Nλ,Nμ) run N-times as fast. All the arrival 
events in the (Nλ,Nμ) system have the same probability as in 
any one (λ,μ) system. If the same scheduling algorithm in the 
aggregated system of (Nλ,Nμ) is the same as in the baseline 
(λ,μ) system and is not dependent on the absolute time, all the 
scheduling events in the (Nλ,Nμ) system have the same 
probability as in the (λ,μ) system. Hence the departure events 
have the same probability. Therefore, the (Nλ,Nμ) system is 
statistically identical to the (λ,μ) system with the time 
compression, which implies the average total burst delay in the 
(Nλ,Nμ) system is 1/N of that in the ( ,μ) system. Moreover, 
it is common that the loading in the wireless networks are 
dynamic and uneven in time, across carriers and technologies, 
and across different cells in the same technology.  
In the baseline system without aggregation, when the single 
network serving the client mobile is heavily loaded while the 
other networks participating in the aggregation are lightly 
loaded, more substantial gains can be obtained by aggregation 
across the multiple networks.  

In general, the available bandwidth/performance on each path 
can be different resulting in differential service times along the 
paths. This therefore results in an asymmetric queue with an 
arrival rate , and departure rates 1 and 2 for one faster 
server and one slower server respectively. The above time 
compression based queuing analysis can also be applied to the 
asymmetric aggregation. Under the M/M/1 assumption, a 
system with combined service of 1+ 2 will outperform a 
system based on static partitioning of the arrivals  into 1 and 

2.  For a two-path system, aggregation on asymmetric links 
can be studied based on asymmetric queue analysis for a two 
server system suggested in [6]. The differential service times 
along paths results in an asymmetric queue with an arrival rate 
, and departure rates 1 for one faster server and and 2 for 

one slower server. The mean number of jobs, K, in the system 
can be shown to be 

 where  , and  c = . 

As generally true in a queueing system, the closer the arrival 
rate gets to the service capability in the system the longer is 
the packet delay. This often leads to larger differential delay 
across paths. When differential delays increase (such as 
several 10s of ms), then it would be useful to implement 
improved packet scheduling techniques across paths (delayed 
or early packet scheduling or tight flow control), to reduce the 
reordering delay for packets at the receiving buffer. 

III. KEY INGREDIENTS FOR CONCURRENT  AGGREGATION 
This section discusses the key ingredients needed for 
heterogeneous bandwidth aggregation, including WWAN 
modems, carriers, technologies, p2p service discovery, 
distributed stack processing, and aggregation endpoints. 

A. Multiple WWAN modems 

The cooperating WWAN modems can be local WWAN 
modems in a COBA client device, and/or other WWAN 
modems in any nearby COBA proxy devices that are within 
wireless proximity of the COBA client device. These modems 
may each support a different WWAN technology such as 
HSPA or LTE or EVDO or TVWhitespaceWWAN or other 
WWAN technologies. They may utilize a common WWAN 
technology but operate on different carrier frequencies or 
using different operators to aggregate bandwidth.  

B. P2P Connectivity and Service Discovery 

The connectivity between the COBA client device and a 
COBA proxy device can be a wireless p2p link. Bluetooth 3.0 
+ H.S. protocol can be used for the p2p link for example, 
where the BT stack can be used for COBA service discovery, 
and either BT or WLAN can be used for data transport 
depending on the bandwidth desired on the p2p link.  A client 
access terminal can listen to broadcasts from its peers over p2p 
wireless channels, or request service over such channels. A 
proxy access terminal can either broadcast its service 
capabilities or respond only when it hears a client service 
broadcast request. Aggregation service may be enabled by a 
WWAN operator. This could be accomplished, for example, 
by a certificate stored on the devices for all devices belonging 
to a user or a family or a corporation. A client may request 
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service after verifying credentials. Likewise, a proxy may 
approve to provide service after verifying client credentials. At 
this point, we consider the two devices to be bonded to each 
other for aggregation. 

C. Aggregation end-points 

The client node is an aggregation end-point where traffic is 
merged for the downlink and split for the uplink. A 
corresponding aggregation end-point exists in the network, 
which merges the traffic from uplink paths, and splits traffic 
for the downlink paths. This network aggregation end-point 
can reside in the access stratum such as the RNC or BSC or 
ENodeB/NodeB. Alternatively the network aggregation point 
can be a common tunneling anchor in the network across 
multiple networks in the non-access stratrum. Finally, the 
network aggregation point could reside directly at an 
application server on the internet that delivers or receives 
traffic to/from the client on different paths. For downlink 
paths, the network aggregation point becomes the transmitting 
aggregation endpoint, and the client device becomes the 
receiving aggregation endpoint. For uplink paths, the client is 
the transmitting aggregation endpoint, and the network 
aggregation endpoint is the receiving aggregation endpoint.   

D. Dynamic Network Interface Management 

Only the lowest cost path (energy/bit, or price * energy/bit) 
needs to be utilized at times when bandwidth requirements are 
low, such that the chosen lowest cost path meets bandwidth 
and delay requirements needed at that time. When higher 
bandwidths are needed, then additional available wireless 
paths can be turned on, utilized, and then released. 

IV. CONCURRENT BANDWIDTH AGGREGATION  (COBA) 

Multiple wireless connectivity paths are established by a client 
using multiple wireless modems that the client device may 
have. Additionally, if available, the Client device can combine 
with multiple paths via nearby proxy devices which have their 
own wireless connectivity to WLANs or WWANs. Thus 
bandwidth from multiple modems and multiple devices 
belonging to a user (such as a tablet, a laptop, a smartphone, a 
car modem, etc.) can be aggregated. The WWAN modems on 
the Client node and its Proxy nodes can coordinate with each 
other to best select the networks for usage by the Client. The 
Client obtains an IP address from each of its wireless network 
interfaces. Proxy nodes obtain IP addresses from their wireless 
network interfaces and provide the IP addresses to the Client 
directly, or serve as access points for connectivity to their 
respective networks. In addition to WWANs or WLANs, 
connections through Cable/DSL or other networks are also 
possible for aggregation. Available paths can by added or 
deleted dynamically as they become available based on user 
mobility and availability of proxy aggregating devices. 

A. D-COBA (Direct-COBA) 

Aggregation can be performed directly between an application 
server on the internet and a mobile client platform, and such 
aggregation requires the application server on the internet to 
be able to directly setup and utilize multiple flows with the 

client platform. Fig 3 shows concurrent aggregation directly 
between a client device and a Multipath-capable application 
server on the internet (Direct-COBA) using available multiple 
paths. The transmitting aggregation endpoint for the downlink 
flows and the receiving aggregation endpoint for the uplink 
flows is directly at the application server on the internet such 
as a multipath video application server or a web-server. The 
receiving aggregation end-point for the downlink flows and 
the transmitting endpoint for the uplink flows remains at the 
client, with the COBA proxy nodes (if available) providing 
assistance. Such usage can be termed D-MA-COBA (MA for 
Multipath Application) where the multipath aggregation is 
managed at the application layer or say a HTTP networking 
layer. In some variants, application layer software could create 
multiple HTTP/TCP flows and manage them independently at 
the application layer or the HTTP networking layer. An 
example application would be to deliver multiple description 
coded streams along multiple paths to enhance the the quality 
of the video received at the client. A combination of 
techniques such as distributing different layers of coded video, 
with increased redundancy techniques such as employing 
raptor codes or reed-solomon codes as well can be applied, as 
well. Research in [7] has demonstrated performance 
improvement using dynamic multipath streaming generally 
provides satisfactory performance when the aggregate 
achievable TCP throughput is 1.6 times the video bitrate.  In 
general, for each path, the application server can set up a 
separate RTP/UDP/IP path or a TCP/IP path to deliver 
information. Such an application-layer-based aggregation may 
be useful in special use-cases where the client directly 
interacts with such a multipath-capable application server, 
with assistance from its proxy nodes when available to 
aggregate all available WWAN bandwidth. 

 
Figure 3: D-COBA (Direct-COBA) using multiple wireless paths from client 

directly to an application server  (optional paths via proxy nodes possible) 
 

 MultipathTCP [8][9][10][11] is now an emerging standard for 
aggregating performance over multiple IP paths over the 
internet.  Therefore, alternatively, the application server could 
utilize a multipath transport connection such as a 
MultipathTCP protocol over multiple wireless network paths. 
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SCTP [12] is an option although traditionally SCTP has been 
utilized for fault tolerant operation across paths. A typical 
application could include streaming of a video application 
such as a movie from a MultipathTCP capable application 
server on the internet where the streaming application could 
use HTTP-based dynamic adaptive streaming with emerging 
standards such as MPEG DASH [13]. The application server 
does not need to be aware of the multipath capability of the 
transport layer. It can merely stream the data at a higher data 
rate, or transfer the data in significantly less time, but utilizing 
the performance achievable at the multipath transport layer. 
Such usage can be termed D-MT-COBA (MT for Multipath 
Transport). A concern with such application-layer aggregation 
is that it  requires custom modifications in the application-
server to utilize multipath connectivity to the client device. 
 

B. ML-COBA (MultiLink-COBA) 

 
Aggregation requires a split and merge of traffic across 
multiple paths. It is possible that instead of the application 
layer, one could consider a split/merge of traffic at a multilink 
layer below the IP layer.  Access Stratum aggregation can be 
accomplished with the aggregation endpoint in the Access 
Stratum layer. A typical aggregation endpoint is in the RLC 
layer [14] for a UMTS/LTE system for aggregation across 
multiple cells at different Node Bs[15]. A similar split/merge 
is possible in the RLP layer for EVDO systems [16] for 
aggregation across different cells or different carriers. 
Alternatively, a MAC-layer could support the split/merge of 
traffic across multiple carriers in multicarrier wireless systems 
such as Dual-Cell/Carrier-HSDPA in WCDMA Rel. 8 and its 
extensions in later releases[4]. A similar MAC-layer 
split/merge is also considered for a UMTS/LTE system for 
aggregation across multiple cells at the same Node B[15].   
This requires awareness in the wireless access strata for the 
WWANs to enable the split/merge. For example, in EVDO, an 
BSC can sends different traffic to a BTS which transmits to 
different modems using different wireless carriers. In an LTE 
system, an ENodeB can directly communicate with different 
WWAN modems on different carriers. Alternatively, one 
RNC/BSC can send traffic to different NodeBs/BTSs which 
transmit respectively to different WWAN modems. This is 
achieved by the flow control between the RNC and Node Bs. 
Further, an LTE ENodeB serving a client WWAN modem, 
can forward traffic through a tunnel to a different ENodeB or 
RNC serving another WWAN modem which forwards the 
traffic to the multi-link aggregation layor on the client. The 
reverse paths are taken for uplink traffic from the client. Thus 
the network-aggregation endpoint for ML-COBA can typically 
be either an RNC or an ENodeB or a BSC. In such 
implementations, backpressure-based flow control algorithms 
can be used to guarantee a delay-bound across each link, with 
aggregate performance management across links, including 
the possibility of retransmissions on alternate links if needed. 
Adaptivity is required based on available performance on each 
wireless link which can change due to changes in network 
loading or channel conditions. The delay bound per link can 

be conservatively estimated, to account for dynamic 
fluctuations in such available performance. A key concern 
with multilink-based aggregation techniques is the need for 
upgrading wireless network access stratum infrastructure with 
support for aggregation across technologies, which can be an 
expensive proposition.  
 
Currently, the 3GPP is studying the performance and possible 
standardization of aggregating the services from two cells 
from either the same NodeB or different NodeBs [19] for 
HSPA evolution. For the Intra-NodeB aggregation, the 
protocol architecture is the same as aggregation across 
multiple carriers in DC-HSDPA in WCDMA Rel. 8 where a 
single MAC entity handles two HARQ entities, each mapped 
to a cell. For the Inter-NodeB aggregation, the data split/merge 
may happen on the RLC layer, or on the PDCP layer which is 
above RLC but below IP.  
 
The MAC layer throughput of both Intra-NodeB and Inter-
NodeB aggregation schemes are presented in [15][21], where 
the gains in burst rates are particularly significant if the system 
is partially loaded or unevenly loaded.  
 
The design aspects in the Inter-Node B aggregation with RLC 
split are studied in more details here. Discussions comparing 
RLC split with PDCP split can be found at [18]. The RLC 
protocol for WCDMA and HSPA was originally designed for 
a single link where the RLC PDUs are received by the UE 
(User Equipment (client device)) in the same order as they are 
sent by the RNC and the UE sends NAK for all the RLC 
sequence number gaps. However, when the RLC packet 
stream is split and RLC PDUs are sent over multiple cells at 
different Node Bs, they can be received by the UE in different 
order from the order sent by the RNC. Thus the UE may detect 
sequence number gaps due to out-of-order, or skew, rather 
than genuine packet loss. To avoid unnecessary 
retransmissions, minor enhancements to the RLC protocol and 
implementation are needed to handle the skew more 
efficiently. On the UE side, existing feedback mechanisms, 
including the format for the feedback messages and the 
triggering of them, can be re-used. On the RNC side, for each 
reported sequence number gap, if the packets have never been 
retransmitted, the RLC sender has to distinguish whether it is 
due to genuine loss on the physical layer, or out-of-order 
delivery between the two cells. Since in-order transmission is 
maintained at each cell among packets which are transmitted 
for the first time, a sequence number gap is identified as 
genuine loss if a packet with a higher sequence number in the 
same cell is ACKed. This requires the RLC sender to associate 
each sequence number to the cell it is sent to. It also has to 
remember which packets have been retransmitted. There is no 
need to associate a retransmission packet to any cell because 
the retransmissions are given higher priority by the MAC-ehs 
scheduler at the Node B and the in-order delivery is not 
guaranteed between packets first transmitted and packets 
retransmitted. In case a sequence number gap is considered by 
the RLC sender as caused by skew, the retransmission should 
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be delayed to allow the gap to be filled by
transmissions. For each sequence number ga
as caused by skew, a timer called Retranmissi
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Figure 4: RNC algorithms for RLC retransmissions in M

evolution. 
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Figure 5b: T-COBA(TunneledCOBA) uses multiple wireless paths from client 
to internet via a tunneling anchor (optional paths via proxy nodes 
 
 

Figure 5c: InterPath Managers and Coordinators 
 

1) Proactive Overlays for Path Mgmt and Coordination 
 

Fig. 5c depicts the possibility of lightweight overlays (over 
UDP or TCP) that could be used to exchange information end-
to-end between a Multipath Client and a Multipath Server.  A 
path manager is created for each path between the client and 
the server. The path managers are useful to enable discovery 

and setup for each subflow for each carrier, and to exchange 
dynamic WWAN performance information.  An 
IntercarrierPath Coordinator is established at both nodes that 
dynamically analyzes the performance of each Path, to then 
optimize the distribution of flow across the available paths. 
These overlays can be used to optimize the simultaneous 
utilization of both paths using the MultipathTCP tunnel 
between the mobile client and the tunneling anchor node in the 
network.  
 
Fig. 5d depicts multipathTCP utilization over multiple 
WWANs. The IP address for each of the direct WWAN 
connections can be utilized as the IP address for each subflow 
on each of the direct paths from a client. Indirect paths can be 
used via proxy devices. In some variants, the IP address of the 
proxy device can be directly used the end COBA client device 
using a peer-to-peer application over WiFi-Direct  or LTE-
D2D to forward IP packets between a COBA client device and 
a COBA proxy device. In other variants, the proxy device can 
serve as an access point (WiFi for example) supporting a local 
access network that is accessed by the client device.  In such 
cases, network address translation can be used to translate a 
local IP address for a subflow path on the local network to the 
IP address of the WWAN connection of the proxy device. 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 5d: MultipathTCP over multiple WWANs 
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Figure 6b:  RLC-layer partitioning of data across direct and indirect paths 
 

 
Figure 6c: Call Flow diagram to setup a Multipath Transport Session over 

multiple WWAN paths including neighboring devices 
 

V. RLC-LAYER  AGGREGATION FEASIBILITY STUDY 

 
We have evaluated the TCP layer performance aggregation 
using RLC split with the above RLC enhancements and flow 
control. The Node B generates flow control request every Tfc 
and the request is based on the data needed to reach a target 

queuing delay, which is a decreasing function of the flow 
throughput at the Node B. In our study Tfc=60 ms and target 
Node B delay is in the range of 60 to 200 ms. The 
RetransmissionDelayTimer for skew is set to be 300 ms. The 
RNC sends data to both Node Bs according to their requested 
amount. If the RNC does not have enough data to fill both 
requests, it will send data to each Node B in proportion to its 
requested amount. Here we show an example result. In a 21-
cell system, one foreground UE in the soft handover region 
engages in ftp downloads. The wireless channel between the 
UE and each cell is modeled as Pedestrian-A 3km/h fading. 
We compare the ftp throughput with RLC/FlowControl 
modeling without loading, and with symmetric and asymmtric 
loading. The TCP layer is modeled by ns2 using NewReno 
with Delayed ACK.  
 
As seen from Table I, the RLC enhancements combined with 
the flow control algorithm shows improved performance with 
aggregation using one carrier in two different cells with and 
without loading in the cells. The results are discussed in 
detailed in [17] which show very little degradation due to RLC 
skew with the RLC enhancements and the tight flow control. 
The probability of unnecessary RLC retransmissions due to 
the delay timer expiration is below 10-3. Results in [4] show 
higher gains when two carriers are used in DC-HSPA due to 
the increased diversity with multiple carriers. The data 
split/merge happens on the MAC layer in DC-HSDPA. 

TABLE I.  TCP THROUGHPUT WITH RLC-BASED AGGREGATION 
ACROSS TWO CELLS C1 AND C2 ON THE SAME CARRIER 

Throughput 
w/o loading 

(Mbps)

Throughput with 
even 

loading(Mbps) 
50% load – C1
50% load – C2

Throughput 
with uneven 

loading (Mbps) 
80% load - C1
20% load - C2 

UE w/o 
aggregation 

4.4 
(C1 or C2)

2.6 
(C1 or C2)

0.9 (C1)  
3.5 (C2) 

UE with 
aggregation

6.8 4.3 4.2

Gain 54.5% 65.4% 367% wrt C1
 
 
It is worth noting that the above RLC enhancement serves as 
one reference design. Other choices are possible as well. For 
example, all the RLC enhancements can be implemented at the 
UE side (UE-based ML_RLC). Particularly,the UE may delay 
its reporting of the RLC seqeunce nubmer gaps which can’t be 
determined as genuine loss. This scheme is discussed in details 
in [21]. It can be shown that the UE-based scheme can achieve 
similar performance as the RNC-based scheme.  Another 
aspect in the Inter-NodeB aggregation is the possible 
congestion in the backhaul link between Node B and RNC. 
We have extended our flow control design to manage the 
backhaul congestion. The design is shown in detail in [22].  
 
Table II shows the TCP throughput and throughput gain with 
limited backhaul. From the table, we observe that Inter-NodeB 
aggregation achieves significant throughput gain over legacy 
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operation in all the cases. More interestingly, in the backhaul 
limited case, the throughput is determined largely by the 
backhaul capacity, and UE with aggregation shows ~100% 
gain over the UE without aggregation. This is because Inter-
NodeB aggregation offers a new dimension of diversity by 
utilizing two backhauls to serve one UE. This new diversity 
can be seen as “backhaul diversity”. 

TABLE II.  TCP THROUGHPUT WITH RLC-BASED AGGREGATION UNDER 
LIMITED BACKHAUL 

Air-
interface 
limited 

case 

Imbalanced 
backhaul 

backhaul 
limited case 

Imbalanced 
backhaul 

6 6 2 2 

6 2 2 6 

UE w/o 
aggregation

4.4 
(C1 or 

C2)

4.4 
(C1)

1.9 (C1 or 
C2) 

 

1.9(C1) 

UE with 
aggregation

6.7 5.3 3.8  

Gain 52.3% 20.5% 100% 179% 

 
 

VI. MULTIPATHTCP AGGREGATION FEASIBILITY STUDY 

Fig. 7 illustrates a downlink aggregation via multipath TCP. 
Two congestion control mechanisms are active 
simultaneously: H-ARQ at the RNC, and TCP congestion 
control, at the end-points. Fig. 7b also shows a TCP packet 
manager, which distributes packets to different session paths 
at the server side, and aggregates the packets into a single TCP 
packet stream, at the device side. Path selection is typically 
driven by delay estimates on each path. As RNC 
retransmissions increase, wireless MAC layer delays increase, 
causing TCP packet manager to redirect packets to a lower 
delay path. Path selection based on packet loss is not 
convenient, as random losses from the wireless MAC layer are 
not good indication of congestion. 
 
Fig. 8 shows a setup for performance analysis using 
CDMA20001x-EVDORevA emulators on each path, with 
MultipathTCP running end-to-end between the client and 
server nodes. The loading on the network (additional users), 
the link quality experienced by a node (good or poor), and the 
mobility of the node (pedestrain 3kph or vehicular 120kph), 
are varied to obtain different single-path performance 
measures. The emulator provides an option to force a fixed 
static delay (such as 0ms or 100ms) to mimic possible delays 
in network paths. Path performance measures are as follows: 
smooth rtt – average round trip time of a path; cwnd – the 
congestion window exercised by TCP sender on each path; 
number of cummulative bytes transmitted on each path. 

A. Wireless link quality characterization 

Fig. 9 reports results of a pedestrian speed scenario, when path 
delays are similar. Fig. 9a) reports results for similar light load 

on each radio link, whereas Fig. 9b) captures results with one 
of the links has poor quality. One can see that the number of 
bytes delivered gets decreased, as a result of the packet 
scheduler selecting the good link as a reaction to the rtt 
increase of the bad path. 
 
Fig. 10 reports results of the same pedestrian scenario, except 
that the cellular network load is increased in one of the paths. 
One can observe that the high wireless network load keeps the 
corresponding path cwnd small, to prevent packet loss. This 
helps keep the rtt of the high load path under control, as 
evidenced by the srtt curves – no path delay dominates, as in 
the previous scenario. Similar conclusions can be drawn for 
vehicular speed scenarios. 

B. Differential delay characterization 

Fig. 11 reports results of pedestrian/vehicular speed scenarios, 
for comparative purposes. Fig. 11a) reports results of vehicular 
speed scenario of lightly loaded wireless links, with a 
differential delay of 100msecs between paths, whereas Fig. 
11b) reports the same scenarios, except that one of the 
wireless links quality is poor. Comparing vehicular and 
pedestrian scenarios, we first notice that vehicular speeds 
cause a larger rtt path delay, well above 100msecs. So, a 
differential delay of 100 msecs can be handled by the packet 
scheduler, so as to keep both path byte delivery similar. In 
addition to differential delay, the pedestrian case of Fig. 11b) 
includes one wireless link heavily loaded, which causes one of 
the paths to shut off around t=2secs, due to stalling of MAC 
layer delivery. 
 
Fig. 12 reports results of pedestrian/vehicular speed scenarios, 
similar to the previous one, except that one of the wireless link 
has poor performance (capacity). The delay difference of 
100msecs has little impact on overall performance of each 
path, since in this case rtts are way beyond that value. Notice 
how the congestion window (cwnd) curves cross each other at 
various points of the experiments. The path with poor wireless 
link maintains a small cwnd, and hence delivers less 
cummulative bytes. However, the path with good link 
conditions increases its cwnd to a point of TCP packet loss, 
when its cwnd gets reduced drastically. 
 
In summary, differential delays may play a role in path 
performance, all other things equal. However, different 
cellular load and fading conditions have a more drastic and 
significant effect on path performance.  

C. Summary of Throughput Results 

Table III shows the performance for a single TCP flow over 
only one path. Using this information, one can estimate the 
ideal average throughput that one can expect when combining 
two paths, as computed in the penultimate column in Table III. 
However, some degradation can be expected between the 
actual performance obtained when using MultipathTCP over 
two wireless paths, due to differential delays and differential 
loading/link qualities along paths. A MultipathTCP efficiency 
measure is determined as the ratio between the aggregate 
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performance of MultipathTCP to the sum of the expected 
single path performance in each path. Table IV shows the 
performance obtained using MultipathTCP over two 
concurrent paths with differential link quality, mobility, and 
loading across paths. The MPTCP linux port from [23] was 
utilized and instrumented to analyze per flow performance. 
The overall aggregate performance for MultipathTCP is 
shown for each experiemental setup option. When both paths 
have similar link conditions, such as both networks not loaded, 
and/or the link quality is good on both paths, then regardless 
of pedestrian or vehicular speeds, the performance is quite 
good with a high MultipathTCP efficiency even if delays 
increase. However, when the disparity between the network 
conditions increases on each path, it can be observed that the 
MultipathTCP efficiency can drop with increasing differential 
delay across paths such as when one of the network 
connections is of poorer link quality or if one of the network 
path is more loaded than the other. As the disparity between 
paths increases, and the MultipathTCP efficiency decreases, 
the MultipathTCP layer could choose to utilize only the better 
path, until the other path recovers. Research work is underway 
to characterize the performance of MPTCP-based concurrent 
aggregation over commercial LTE and HSPA/WiFi networks. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Parallel wireless communications is an emerging area of 
research. In this paper, concurrent bandwidth aggregation 
techniques were explored to dynamically exploit performance 
diversity and concurrent utilization over multiple wireless 
networks at a given location and time. In general, various 
aggregation techniques including heterogeneous concurrent 
wireless bandwidth aggregation and aggregation across 
multiple carriers or multiple cells have been discussed. 
Application-layer aggregation is possible and this requires 
custom application servers to be modified for aggregation 
support. Aggregation below the IP layer, inclduing those using 
multi-link techniques with flow control requires access strata 
changes and can offer robust performance against time varying 
wireless channel and loading conditions. A new alternative 
using MultipathTCP tunneling is suggested for aggregation 
across multiple IP paths with results from a feasibility study. 
Multilink RLC techniques were also described for aggregation 
below the IP layer. To conclude, COBA or Concurrent 
Bandwidth Aggregation is possible at multiple levels in 
wireless networks using Direct-COBA, Tunneled-COBA, 
MultiLink-COBA techniques. COBA can improve 
performance for a user depending on application-level needs, 
and network constraints. Cooperative COBA can be used to 
enable multiple devices to cooperate to deliver higher 
performance. In general, COBA  can improve performance by 
combining performance using contiguous/non-contiguous 
available frequency bands across wireless networks. 
Depending on the constraints and the needs of a concurrent 
aggregation end-to-end system, any one of the alternatives 
could be utilized to achieve concurrent bandwidth aggregation 
across wireless networks.  
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Figure 7: MulipathTCP Downlink Aggreg
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Figure 12: Pedestrian/Vehicular speeds; differential delay
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APPENDIX A 
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